In these ever-changing and uncertain times, we at the Yale Healthcare Conference remain committed to creating an accessible space for dialogue and knowledge-sharing.

Therefore, we are extremely proud to announce that the 16th Annual Yale Healthcare Conference is not cancelled. Instead, we have transitioned to an abbreviated virtual conference for the health and safety of our team and attendees. We have also shifted our focus to the current COVID-19 Pandemic, including the major role the healthcare industry plays in emergency preparedness and disaster response.

We are excited to adapt our content in light of this global context, and are eager to highlight the many contributions being made to the COVID-19 Pandemic by healthcare professionals around the country and around the world.

We hope you will join us at our first-ever virtual Yale Healthcare Conference!

Sincerely,

The 2020 YHC Co-Chairs
Alexandra Knopf (YSPH), Jenne Lahov (YSN), and Gus Roman (YSPH/SOM)
WASH YOUR HANDS & REGISTER NOW

04.17.2020
11:00AM - 2:00PM
VIRTUAL ATTENDANCE VIA ZOOM

COVID-19
RESPONDING TO A PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS
YALE HEALTHCARE CONFERENCE 2020

TICKET PRICE: $20

PERKS:


• **Free shipping** directly to your home address *(Valued at $10)*

• **Exclusive access** to digital networking opportunities with industry professionals *(priceless)*

• **Be a part of something new**: join the first-ever virtual Yale Healthcare Conference! *(Bragging rights 😊)*

Scan me!